
Swanson Student Dress Code Policy
2023-2024 School Year

BOYUniform Requirements:

● Dress Pants - navy, black, tan (No jeans)
● Dress Shorts - navy, black, tan (April 1 - Oct 31)
● Collared Dress Shirts: navy, light blue, black, yellow, or white, and red shirts

polo style shirt, sweater, sweater vest, cardigan, pullover sweater, Swanson pullover sweatshirt
or turtleneck - short or long sleeve

● Swanson Spirit wear zip-up fleece, or Swanson Spirit wear crewneck sweatshirt with uniform
collar shirt underneath

● Socks and belts - any color
● Athletic shoes or dress shoes of any color. No light-up shoes, sandals, crocks, open-toed

shoes, or flip-flops
● Swanson Spirit wear is allowed Monday-Friday

GIRL Uniform Requirements:

● Dress Pants - navy, black, tan (No jeans)
● Jumper, skort, skirt - navy, black, tan, and plaid (No jeans)
● Dress Shorts - navy, black, tan (can be worn April 1 - Oct 31)
● Collared Dress Shirts: navy, light blue, black, yellow, or white, and red shirts this year

polo style shirt, sweater, sweater vest, cardigan, pullover sweater, Swanson pullover sweatshirt
or turtleneck - short or long sleeve

● Swanson Spirit wear zip-up fleece, or Swanson Spirit wear crewneck sweatshirt with a uniform
collar shirt underneath

● Socks, belts, bows, headbands, and leggings can be worn under uniform bottoms or uniform
jumper - any color

● Athletic shoes, fashion boots, or dress shoes of any color. No light-up shoes, sandals, crocks,
open-toed shoes, flip-flops, or shoes with more than 1” heel

● Swanson Spirit wear is allowed Monday-Friday
Uniform Policy:

1. All clothing must be clean, well maintained, fit properly, and school appropriate
2. Underclothing should not show
3. Shorts, skirts, and jumpers are finger-tip length
4. A uniform collared shirt is worn under any pullover, cardigan, or vest
5. Students need to change from winter boots to shoes before entering the classroom



In an effort to improve the safety measures currently in place, SBCSC will be implementing the use of clear,
transparent backpacks starting August 16, 2023. We would like to express our gratitude to our SBCSC
families for your understanding as we navigate uncharted territory. We will keep updating this FAQ page as
we receive more questions regarding the new backpack policy. We truly appreciate your patience and
compassion as we work collectively to find solutions that ensure the safety and well-being of our scholars.

Clear Backpack Requirements and FAQs

Example of a clear backpack

What are the size specifications for the clear backpack?
There are no size specifications for the clear backpack.



Are mesh backpacks allowed?
No. Mesh backpacks are not allowed. Students are permitted to only use clear backpacks (see example).

Can the backpack have mesh pockets?
Yes. Mesh side pockets are allowed on the backpack (see example).
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Can the front pocket of the backpacks have a mesh organizer?
Yes. A mesh organizer inside the front pocket is allowed (see example).

Will backpacks with padded backs be accepted?
No. backpacks must have clear visibility through all dimensions excluding the backpack bottom (see example).

Can the backpack have colored straps?
Yes. The backpack may have colored straps (see example).
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Are leather reinforcements on the corners of the backpacks allowed?
Yes. Leather reinforcements on the corners are permitted (see example).

Are company or trademark logos allowed on the front of the backpack?
Yes. Small company and school logos are allowed (see example), but large logos, monograms or other visual
design obstructions are not.

Are lunch boxes permitted?
Yes. Transparent lunch boxes are permitted to be carried (see example).
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Can multiple 5.5” x 8.5” bags be carried in schools?
Yes.

Are clear totes, clear purses and transparent plastic bags allowed?
Yes. Clear totes, purses and bags are allowed in a 5.5” x 8.5” size (see examples).

Can I line the inside of the backpack?
No. Fabric, wallpaper or any other material that conceals the contents of the backpack is not permitted.

How can we maintain the privacy of personal toiletry items?
We understand the concern regarding the privacy of certain items contained within backpacks. Students will be
permitted to carry such items in a small makeup pouch or purse within the backpack. Any non-transparent
pouch or purse should be no larger than approximately 5.5” x 8.5”.

What happens if a student refuses to comply with the SBCSC clear backpack requirement?
The student will be cited with insubordination which is a violation of the Student Code of Conduct. The
backpack will be stored in the office until the end of the day or the parent arrives to retrieve it.
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